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District Seasonal Borrowing In 1974
10
The Federal Reserve’s seasonal borrowing
privilege can provide an additional source of
funds to many banks In the Ninth District. But
so far, few banks have taken advantage of It.
An examination of which banks borrowed and
which banks did not may reveal some clues to
why the privilege has been used so little and to
how it may be used in the future.
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District Conditions

First Half ‘75 RevIew
At midyear, the economic
dec’ine in both the district
and the nation appears to be
ending. Looking back, economic conditions held up
much better in the district
than in the nation during
1974. But during the first few
months of 1975, some of the
strengths began to weaken,
and district business activity
fell off notably. By now,
though, most areas have
stabUized, and in some sectors improvement has already
begun •
After a poor first quarter,
district consumer spending

has started to revive. Region~ received by farmers was
al retailers report that sales
buoyed by higher livestock
began to pick up modestly in
prices In the second quarter.
tate spring and that invenCattle and hog prices were
tories are currently In better
boosted above a year ago by
proportion to sates. The tour- cutbacks in livestock producist business continues to
tion. District farm income
thrive across the district, as It could suffer, however, if large
has throughout the period of
harvests depress prices.
recession. Recovery is not
apparent in all areas of conThere has also been slight
sumer spending, though:
improvement
the district’s
construction in
Industry,
with
automobile sales continue to
both residential and nonresibe down from a year earlier.
dential building in the second
District crop conditions in
early
Julydamage
were good,
localized
from despite
floods.
Crop prices decreased, but
the overall index of prices

quarter up from the previous
three that
months.
It ~sencouragsng
outstanding
mortgage loan commitments
moved sharply upward to
about $1 billion at district
S&Ls In May, and savings
inflows to thrift institutions
have been quite strong so far
this year, There may be
greater improvement on the
way, though recent district
construction activity has been
weaker than the nation’s.
On the less encouraging
side, district manufacturing
activity as well as bank business lending have yet to
improve. District sales
growth plummeted in early
1975 from levels reached a
year ago. Respondents to our
latest Industrial Expectations
Survey have revised their
I

sales expectations downward
and look for little sales growth

in the rest of this year. District bank loans declined in
the first half, primarily due to

a slowing in business loan

demand.
The rise in the district’s
seasonally adjusted unemployment rate reflected the
overall deterioration in district business activity during
the first half of 1975. Even so,
the local situation was better
than that of the nation.
Although district labor market conditions appear to be
stabilizing, unemployment is

expected to continue high
during the remaining months
of 1975.
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The Recession’s Impact On Labor Markets
The district’s unemployment rate, seasonally
adjusted, has risen from 4.9 percent
in late
1 But
the
1973
to
6.7
percent
this
past
May.
national rate has gone up even more rapidly
and to higher levels, from 4.7 to 9.2 percent,
during the same period.
Currently the district has close to 200,000
residents seeking work. How does this and
other district labor market dev&opments of the
current recession compare to national conditions? How has the recession affected various
areas within the district? And what might be
the outlook for district labor markets?
District vs. National Conditions
Labor market conditions in both the nation and
the district changed little during the first half of
1974, but in the fourth quarter of last year and
in early 1975, natIonal conditions softened
appreciably. Throughout that time, district
developments lagged about one quarter behind

national trends, primarily because the region
was relatively unaffected by large auto and
other
industry
Iayoffs.2
National
payroll
employment, on a seasonally adjusted basis, peaked in October and
dropped a full 1.5 percent by December. Dfstrict wage and salary employment continued to
grow during this period. By May 1975, the
national rate had fallen another 1.6 percent. By
that time district employment had lost its
strength; it peaked in December and felt 1.9
1Methods of computing labor force, employment, and unemployment
estimates have recently been revised. For an explanation of the revisIons,
see Appendix, p. 9.
2Tt~str~ performance of the dlstrlcte economy relative to the
nations t~tasbeen stressed In past issues. This also was pointed out In a
recent Department
of Commerce
atudy, InthcaUng
nontarm
personal
income
growth in district
states between
the fourththat
quarters
of 1973
and
1974was above the national average. In fact, North Dakotas gain was the
fourth highest, Soulh Dakota placed seventh, and Minnesota and Montana
were sixteenth and seventeenth. CycUcal Development in State Pereonal
Income,” SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS. Vol. 55, No. 4 (April 1975),
pp. 18-20, 60.
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ized area, accounts for approximately a third ot
district economic activity. This past spring
about 80 percent more workers were looking for
jobs there than a year earlier, and in April the
Department of Labor added the Twin CItIes to a
list of major
labor areas
3 Twin
Cities with
areasubstantial
workers onunempayployment.
rolls were 1.6 percent fewer in May than the
year before, with declines being concentrated
in manufacturing and construction.
Effects of the recession have been less
severe elsewhere In the district: wage and
salary employment outside the Minneap&isSt. Paul area ~nMay was up 1.3 percent from a
year before. This area, primarity because of its
agrtcultural orientation, is not as dfrectly
influenced by national economic fluctuations as
~sthe Twin Cities.
3Major labor areas can be defined as the 150 largest standard metropolitan statistical areas, and as of Aprfl, 121 ot them were considered areas
with substantial unemployment. An area has substanlial unemp$oyment
when unemployment in the area Is equal to 6 percent or more of Its labor
torce, discounting seasonal or temporary factors, and when the ram of
unemployment durtng the next two months ti expected to remain at 6
percent or more, discounting temporary or seasonal factors. If the problem
becomes more severe, the area $s categorized as hav~n~
persistent unemployment.

percent by May. Compared to a year ago,
though, payroll emptoyment in the district is
relatively unchanged, while in the nation ~t ~s
down 2.4 percent.
The greatest number of job losses for both
the district and the nation has been ~nmanufacturing and construction. In May, national
manufacturing employment dropped 9.3 percent and construction employment fell 6.2 percent, as compared to district declines of 5.3 and
8.0 percent, respectively. The impact of the
recession on the economy of the district and
nation is even more widespread, with recent job
growth off in the trade and service sectors too.
The only area with continued expansion has
been government employment.
Impact Within the District
Up to now, the impact of the recession has been
greatest in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area which, as the region’s most Industrial4
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The areas of strongest growth were
Montana and North Dakota where by May 2.7
and
percent
increases were
reached
in wage
and 2.6
salary
employment.
Counter
to national
developments, manufacturing employment in
North Dakota was up substantially from a year
ago and nonmanufacturing jobs advanced,
Montana’s increase can be attributed to gains
in trade, service, and government emptoyment.
Compared to a year earlier, wage and salary
employment in South Dakota increased 2.0
percent, but in Minnesota, excluding the
Minneapolis-St. Paul area, it was up only 0.4
percent. In the Upper Peninsula of Michigan,
payroll employment was essentially unchanged
from a year ago.
Despite the overall rise in nonagricultural
jobs, district unemployment outside the Twin
Cities area has been pushed up by a 1.9 percent
labor force increase and by agricultural employment declines in North and South Dakota.
Taken together, these cfrcumstances have produced unemployment rates higher than those of
a year ago throughout the district.
The Labor Market Outlook
The outlook for the district’s 200,000 Jobless
may be improving. National wage and salary
employment increased in April and May, mdicating that generat employment declines may
be over. The situation appears to be stabilizing
in the district as well, with wage and salary
employment beginning to move up between
April and May after four months of decline. The
district’s help wanted advertising index also
rose—for the first time since August 1974—
though it was still 39 percent below a year ago.
Despite some encouraging signs, layoffs
continue and district init~aIclaims in May had
jumped 37 percent from a year earlier to a
historically high level.
David S. Dahi

Foreign Investment In the Ninth District
A number of foreign countries are currently
4
investing directly
in Ninth of
District
Although
nearly one-third
these companies.
investments
are concentrated in the Minneapolis-St. Paul
area, the rest are broadly scattered throughout
the four complete district states. They represent a wide variety of industries and employ
over 2,000 people (though this is less than onetenth of one percent of total district employment).
26 Firms Represent 10 Countries
Canada leads all other countries in total number of firms owned in the district, and these
eleven firms can be found In all four full district
states. West Germany ranks second with a total
of four direct investments in Minnesota and
North Dakota. The Japanese participate In a
Twin Cities hotel (a joint venture with
American investors) and own two service
organizations. French investors own both a
suburban Twin Cities hotel and a food processing plant in southern Minnesota.
Altogether, European Community countries5 own seven companies in the district.
Investors from three other European countries
each own one Minnesota firm, as do companies
from South Africa and the Netherlands Antifies
(West Indies).
A Variety of Enterprises
Foreign concerns are engaged in a variety of
business activIties here. The 19 manufacturing
plants are about equally divided between durable and nondurable goods production. Durable
goods manufacturers produce machinery and
4lnformation in this article s based on data In U.S., Department of Cornmerce, Bureau of nternational Commerce, FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTORS IN THE UNITED STATES, Washington, D.C.~U.S. Department of
Commerce, October 1973. InformatIon was supplied by the State Departments of Economic Development In Minnesota, Montana, and South
Dakota and the North Dakota Buiiness and Industry Department. This
Bank’s staff verified data whenever possible. However, since there is currently no single up-to-~1atesource of information about foreign investment
In the United States, the data In this arllcle may be incomplete.
5The members of the European Communfty (EC or Common Market) are
Belgium, Denmark, France. Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Netherlands. and the United Kingdom.
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equipment for industry, agriculture, and mining. The largest diamond core drilling company
in the world has a manufacturing and contract
drilling facility in northern Minnesota.
Most of the nondurable goods firms produce
a wide spectrum of consumer goods, ranging
from cheese to charcoal briquettes. Foreign
plants are represented elsewhere in the food
processing industry by two beet sugar processing plants. In another area of consumer nondurables, a foreign-owned company manufactures sportswear.
Industrial nondurable goods produced include refined oil, coal tar distillates, and agricultural twine and cordage.
The services provided by foreign firms are
also highly diversified but do not include
finance. In addition to ownership and participation in two hotels In the Twin Cities, foreigners
own a shopping center and a grain brokerage
business.
7

Most foreig n-owned corn pan ies are in M in nesota.
Number of District* Companies Owned by Foreigners
By Country of Origin and Location of Company

State in Which Located
Country of Origin

North

Minnesota

Montana

Dakota

South
Dakota

Total

European

Britain
France
Germany
Liechtenstein
Sweden
Switzerland

10

1
2
4
1
1
1

1

2
2
1
1
1

2

Other

16

Canada
Japan
Netherlands Antilles
South Africa

Total
*

2
2
1
1

3
1

5

1

11
3
1
1

14

4

7

1

26

Information for Upper Michigan and Northwestern Wisconsin not available.

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce; Minnesota, Montana, and South Dakota
Departments of Economic Development; North Dakota Business and
Industry Department
One of the world’s $argest motorcycle
manufacturers, a Japanese firm, has a research
and development facUlty in the district. This
organization recently developed a new product,
a powered water ski, which is now being manufactured and sold throughout the United States.
Monitoring Foreign Investment
A handful of highly publicized foreign invest8

ments last year focused attention on the madequacy of information about total foreign investment in this country. As a result, Congress
passed the Foreign Investment Act of 1974,
requiring the government to collect and maintam information about all types of for&gn
investment, a project currently involving many
different United States government agencies.

The Department of Commerce has organized a new Office of Foreign Investment ~nthe
United States, charged with obtaining information on foreign direct as well as portfolio investment. The Treasury is conducting a survey on
foreign portfolio investment In the United
States durIng 1974. ForeIgn ownership of farmland Is the subject of a Joint project of the
Departments of Agriculture and Commerce.
The initial step in this research, the study of
federal and state regulations on for&gn ownership of farmland, was conducted at the University of Minnesota Law School, and the results
were recently published by the Department of
Agriculture.8 Finally, for several years the
Federal Reserve System has been collecting
information on for&gn ownership of banks in
the United States.
To coordinate information gathered by
these agencies, President Ford established the
Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States on May 9 of this year. The
committee has primary responsibility for
“monitoring the impact of foreign investment
in the United States, both direct and portfolio,
and for coordinating the implementation of
United States policy on such investment.”
These efforts to collect better information on
foreign investment will eventually make it
possible to assess the contribution foreign
investment makes to the economy of the United
States and the Ninth Federal Reserve District.
Kay J. A uerbach
Ne/s C. Johnson

Appendix
Labor
force,are
employment,
andcomparable
unemployment
estimates
In
this
conceptually
to national
measuresarticle
of labor
force
conditions
and are computed
accordtng to the labor force concept which measures employment and unemployment on a residence basis. In the past,
state and area employment data was on a work force basis
which
measured
employment
place-of-work
data. The
procedures
for estimating
stateonand
area employment
and
unemployment have been overhauled, and estimates for
Minnesota and the M~nneapoIis-St. Paul metropolitan
area are now tied to the ~CurrentPopulation Survey”
which is used to compute national measures of employment
unemployment.
further
information
see
Jamesand
A. Wetzel
and MartinFor
Ziegler,
‘Measurlng
Unemployment in States and Local Areas,” MONTHLY LABOR
REVIEW, Vol. 97, No.6 (June 1974), pp. 40-46.
Based on the labor force concept, dIstrict employment
was found to be higher and labor force size smalier than
orig~natIyestimated. Consequently, the district unemployment rate is lower than or~gInaIIycomputed. For example,
in 1974 the district’s unemployment rate under the labor
force concept averaged 4.8 percent, as compared to 5.4
percent under the work force concept.

______________________
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District Seasonal Borrowing in 1974
John Rosine
The seasonal borrowing privilege, introduced
by the Federal Reserve System in the spring of
1973, provIdes many Ninth District banks an
additional source of credit during seasonally
recurring periods of funds shortages. In 1974,
the first full year for the privilege1 about one in
ten Ninth District member banks borrowed
under the privilege and the volume of outstanding seasonal Iend~ngby the Federal Reserve
Bank of Minneapolis peaked at better than $20
million.
However, the privilege could have been
used far more than it actually was: more than
half the district’s member banks are “poten1 Why
t,ally qualified”
foruse
seasonal
didn’t
these banks
the newborrowing.
source of funds?
In order to answer this question and to search
for clues to the future use of the privilege, the
foflowing discussion will examine characteristics of 1974’s borrowing and nonborrowing
banks. Before doing so, it wifi be helpful to first
summarize the provisions of the seasonal borrowing privilege,

funds. Consequently, funds are most available
when loan demand is lowest and least available
when loan demand is at a peak.
Since many of the banks experiencing this
type of seasonality apparently have little access
to national money markets, they typically hold
large
volumes of
funds
in theupswing
off-season
in anticipation
of liquid
the next
season’s
in
loan demand. Funds are often held tn the form
of United States government securities which
can be sold easily as loan demand increases.
The seasonal borrowing privilege—by providing a reliable alternative liquidity source—is
intended
to ofenable
those and
banks
to maintain
lower
levels
liquid funds
thereby
provide
more year-round Iend~ngto local nonseasonal
industries.3
An Regulation
amendmentAtogot
thethe
Federal
tern’s
new Reserve
privilegeSysgo-

What Is the Seasonal Borrowing Privilege?2

1A ‘potentially qualifying” bank Is one that, based on information available to the Federal Reserve System, appear8 to be efigible tor sem8onal
borrowing. Poe~tlvee~gibiilty
cannot be established untfl the bank actually
appI~tousethepr~v~Iege.

The intent of the privilege, as initiated In April
1973, is to provide a seasonal source of Federal
Reserve credit to banks in regions which are
highly dependent on a seasonal industry, such
as agriculture or tourism. Banks ~nsuch areas
often rely on the seasonal industry as their
main source of deposits and their primary borrower. Deposk inflows at these banks thus
frequently coincide with seasonal downturns in
loan demand; that is, the banks receive the
greatest amount of deposits at the end of the
industry’s “season,” when the industry has
little immediate need to borrow additional

2FOr a more detailed discussion of the de&gn of the Seasonal borrowing
privilege, see the fOIlOwlnQ reports: Emanuel Mellchar, “Toward a Seasonal Borrowing Privilege: A Study of lntra-Year Fund Flows at Commerclal Banks,” REAPPRAISAL OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE DISCOUNT
MECHANISM,
Vol.2,1971-72,
Washington.
D.C.: Board
of Governors
the Federal
Reeerve System,
pp. 93-106;
Emanuel
Malichar,of“Seasonaê
D4scount Aseistance at Rural Banks: Evaluation of a Federal Reserve Proposal,, AGRICULTURAL FINANCE REVIEW, U.S. Department of
Agrêculture, Vol.30 (July1969), pp. 44-57.
3So~~~iSts
have seen alternative reasons for ~mpIementation
of
the seasonal borrowing pr~vUege.E. J. Kane, for instance, suggests that
the privilege was
enacted to give small banks a greater Incentive to retain
membership
In the Federal Reserve System. Edward J. Kane, “All to. the
Best: The Federal Reserve Board’s 60th Annual Report,” AMERICAN
ECONOMIC REVIEW, Vol. LXtV, No.6 (December 1974), pp. 836-850.
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amendment specified that a bank’s
ing.4 The for
eligibility
seasonal borrowing would be contingent on having a “seasonal need for funds”
which persisted for at least eight consecutive
weeks. The privilege would be available only to
banks which lacked “reasonably reliable access
to nationa’ money markets.”5
Borrowing banks would be required to meet
some seasona’ needs from their own funds.
Accordingly, a ‘deductIb’e” clause specified
that seasonal borrowing would only cover seasonal needs In excess of 5 percent of the bank’s
total average deposits in the previous year. The
volume and duration of seasonal loans would be
based on historical seasonal fluctuations in
loans and deposits, and banks wouJd have to
make advance arrangements for their seasona’
credit needs.6
Concepts underlying the seasonal borrowing privilege can be illustrated graphically, as
in Figures 1-3. Figure 1 shows loans and deposits at a hypothetical bank experiencing seasonality in its flows of loans and deposits. In this
example, deposits decline from an ~nitiaIpeak
level as customers draw down cash balances to
pay for business expenses. Suppose that credit
needs of the bank’s customers increase at the
same time. The difference between loans and
deposits—defined as “net fund availabil4Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, ADVANCES AND
DISCOUNTS BY FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS—REGULATION A,
Washington. D.C.: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
AprU 19, 1973, pp. 3-4.
Access to money markets” ha3 been operationally defined as a size
varbable. Fo instance, Roland 0. Graham, Senior Vice President of the
Federal Re8erve Bank of Minneapolis, while cautioning that size eligibUlty
is determined sublecflvety on an Individual basis,” writes n addition that
most banks with deposits In excess of $250 million can r~onablytap
national money markets directly.. white banks with depo5its under $100
million are under an apparent disability to do so.” Banks In the $100-250
million range are to be Judged on their actua$ capablflty.. .to raise
funds.. at reasonab’e rates” Roland 0. Graham, ‘The Fed~sNew Season& Borrowing Pr$vilege,” COMMERCIAL WEST, Vol. 145, No. 28 (July
14, 1913), p.8.
6Arranglng for seasonal borrowing In advance ~sdesigned “to auiet not
only the borrowing member bank and lending Reserve Bank, but to help
facilitate the Reserve System’s effort8 ~ncarrying out monetary policy.”
Graham, p.9.
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ity”—first declines but later increases as cash
receipts accrue to local farmers or businesspeople who use their new cash income to pay
off loans or boost their own cash balances.
“Seasonal needs” are quantified as the
variation in net fund availability relative to the
peak in net fund avaflability. For Instance, jr~
Figure 2 the peak in net fund availability occurs
at the beginning of the period. Seasonaf needs
are zero at that time but become positive thereafter. The bank could use seasonal borrowing to
offset part of its seasonal decline In net fund
availability, as in Figure 3.
Who Has Used the Privilege?
Nearly 50 district banks used the seasonal borrowing privilege In 1974, a substantial increase
over 1973’s total of only 18.~The district’s voI
ume of seasonal loans outstanding peaked in
August 1974 at better than $20 mOtion. These
totals may be misleading, though.
Fewer than one-fourth of the banks that
potent ia~lyqualified for seasonal borrowing
actually used the privitege. In the aggregate,
the volume of borrowings amounted to only 2
percent of the total loans outstanding at all
borrowing banks.
Why didn’t other district banks use the
privilege? For one thing, many banks for which
12

the seasonal borrowing privilege might be
ideally suited are not members of the Federal
Reserve System and so are not eligible for
seasonal borrowing. Some of the large member
banks in the Ninth District, having access to
national money markets, do not qualify either.
But a more complete understanding of the reasons why more potentially qualifying member
banks did not use the privilege necessitates a
closer look at the characteristics of borrowing
banks and at economic conditions in 1974.
Were needs greater at borrowing banks?
Seasonal economic factors probably affect some
banks
morethethan
others,
and needs
presumabty,
banks with
greatest
seasonal
would
be most likely to use the seasonal borrowing
privilege. Evidence suggests, in fact, that
1974’s seasonal decline in net fund availability
was sharper at borrowing banks than at banks
________________________________________

~
experience ~nthe Ninth District oorreeponde to the experience In
other a~rIcuIturaIdistricts and in the nation. For a review of the Kansas
City
and Dallas
d3strtcls,
see, re8pect~vety:Margaret
Bedford,
“The
Seasonal
Borrowing
Privilege,”
MONTHLY REVIEW,E.Federal
Reserve
B~kof Kan~City, June 1974, pp. 10-16; and carl G. Anderson, Jr.,
“Seasonal Borrowing Increases: Further GaIn5 Seen for 1915,’ FARM
AND RANCH BULLETIN, Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, March 1975.
The national expertence for 1973 ~ssummarized In Emanuel Melichar
and Harriet Holdei-nese, ‘~SeasonaIBorrowing at the Federal Reserve
Die~untWindow,’ AGRICULTURAL FINANCE REVIEW, U.S. Depart~
mentofAgricuIture,v~.~(october1g74),pp.~-51.

back in holdings of United States securities,
expressed as a percentage of loans outstanding, was about the same for the two groups of
banks and amounted to about a fourth of the
total securities held on March 6, 1974.
As another offsetting measure, borrowing
banks as a group borrowed in the federal funds
market to a greater extent than nonborrowers.8
Borrowers bought fed funds throughout most of
1974, while the nonborrowing group remained
a seller of federal funds until late that summer.
On ba’ance, the borrowing banks were less
liquid in the summer Of 1974 than were other
potentially qualifying banks which did not
which might have qualified for but did not use borrow. It might therefore be argued that the
seasonal borrowing privilege was indeed helpthe privile9e.
ing to boost Iiquidtty where it was most needed
In the aggregate, the decline in net fund (though it should also be noted that some of the
availability from March 6 through August 21 borrowing banks had loan-to-deposit ratios of
(that is, from peak to trough) was 36 percent at less than 50 percent at the time they were
borrowing banks, compared to 16 percent at borrowing).
nonborrowing banks. Over that period, nonborrowers’ deposits grew sflghtly while bor- Did bank structure make a difference?
rowers’ deposits slid nearly 4½
percent at bor- Regu~aUon A emphasizes the small-bank
rowing banks; the rate of loan growth was nature of the seasonal borrowing pr~vIIegeby
timittng its use to banks which have no access
about the same for the two groups of banks.
to national money markets. Identifying banks
How did banks in each group offset their without such access is not easy in practice, but
decisnes In net fund availability? They sold small nonaffiliate banks in rural areas would
government securities The peak-to-trough cut- seem to meet that requirement. Yet these
banks were not the main users of seasonal bor~
rowing ~n1974.
Instead, the majority of Ninth District banks
which used the seasonal borrowing pr~vflege
last year were multibank holding company
affiliates which—it can be argued—have greater access to nonlocal sources of funds than do
nonaffiliate banks. Among the affiliates,
roughly 43 percent of the potentially eligible
borrowers actually used the privilege; among
other banks, only about 13 percent used ~t.
The total volume of borrowing by muttibank
holding company affiliates was better than two8F~,c~erai
iund8 ar~~riterbankloanswith one-day maturities.

13

thirds of total seasonal borrowing over nearly
all of 1974. The greater incidence of borrowing
by holding company affiliates may have been
due to any of several factors: greater financial
sophistication among affiliates, differing managerial practices, or greater promotion of
seasonal borrowing by holding companies.
Was strong farm loan demand a factor?
Farming is a seasonal activity, and the probability that a bank will qualify for seasonal borrowing appears to Increase
the bank
is more
9 as
Farm
loan demand
involved
in
farm
lending.
in 1974 was quite strong because farm Inputs
cost more, merchant-dealer credit was tighter,
and replanting and inventory financing needs
were greater. Hence it might be argued that
agriculturally oriented banks should have been
quicker to use the seasonal borrowing privilege
in 1974.
Again, what would seem obvious was not
the case. Many district banks which borrowed
in 1974 had less than 20 percent of their loans to
farmers. And in the first half of 1974, when
farm loan demand was apparently strong, many
of the borrowing banks were cutting back on
farm lending, both In relalive and ~nabsolute
dollar amounts and relative to total lending.
14

(Still, farm lending by borrowing banks may
have been greater than It would have been in
the absence of a seasonal borrowing privilege.)
How did credit conditions affect borrowing?
It might be argued that high interest rates of
1974
together
usury
ceilings in some
District
states with
tended
to discourage
banksNinth
from
lending to seasonal Industries such as farming.
Interest rates on farm loans have typically been
less variable than rates on commercial loans,
and
rates in the
of
1974 the
mayhigh
haveinterest
caused somewhat
of asummer
shift away
from seasonal lending.
On the other hand, the Federal Reserve
discount rate through the summer of 1974 was
less than the rate on fed funds, and there
appeared to be ample loan opportunities In
sectors other than farming or other seasonal
industries. If anything, credit conditions in
1974 should have encouraged, rather than discouraged, the use of seasonal borrowing. Yet
9Virgin~aTimenes and Emanuel Melèchar, Seasonal Borrowing Privi~ege:A New D~menslon~nAdministration of the Federal Reserve Discount
Window,’ 1973 PROCEEDtNGS OF THE AMERICAN STATISTICAL
ASSOCIATION, Washington, D.C.: The American Stattstlcal Association,
1974,p.608.

many banks—even some which did not use the
seasonal borrowing privilege—turned to the
cosUy fed funds market in 1974 when they
might have borrowed at a lower rate under the
seasonal borrowing privilege.
What other factors might have discouraged
banks from using seasonal borrowing?
Looking at the 1973 experIence, Margaret
Bedford of the Kansas City Federal Reserve
Bank suggests that the low rate of seasonal
borrowing
may
have been
to the late since
date
at which the
privilege
was due
Implemented,
by April of that year many banks had already
arranged for alternative sources of credit. 10
Others have suggested that the 1974 experience was due to a failure by banks to anticipate
the sharp upturn in loan demand which actually
occurred that summer. Having failed to anticipate seasonal needs, banks had not applied in
advance for seasonal borrowing, as they are
required to do.
More specific to the Ninth District experience in 1974, a high proportion of potentially
qualifying North Dakota banks used the seasonal borrowing privilege. This may have been
partly because a law in that state restricted the

interest rate on deposits to levels no greater
than 6 percent, thereby encouraging an outflow
of funds and increasing the need for all types of
borrowing by banks.
Finally, it might have been that many of the
small banks which could have profited from
using the seasonal borrowing privilege did not
do so because of a general reluctance to be
indebted or because of a reluctance to be
indebted 1’
to Evidence
the Federal
Reserveor System
In
to support
refute the
particular.
“reluctance theory” is not available.
Summary
Several features characterized the Ninth District’s seasonal borrowing experience in 1974.
First, borrowing banks appear to have been
more hard-pressed for funds than other banks.
Second, multibank hotding company affiliates
were quicker than nonaffUiates to use seasonal
borrowing during 1974’s credit crunch. Third,
there is no indication that small, agriculturally
oriented banks made substantial use of a privilege which seems to have been tailored for
them; why they refrained from borrowing is
still not clear.
Some banks did make good use of the seasonal borrowing privilege to supptement their
liquidity over the summer of 1974. However, a
bank’s liquidity depends on a number of
secular and cyclical influences as weH as on
recurring seasonal influences, and it is not
certain that funds borrowed under the privilege
were being used primarily to help meet the loan
demand of a seasonal industry.
The purpose of the privilege is to supplement bank tiquidity during times of seasonal
pressure. Since it provides banks a reliable
10Bedford, p.

13.

11The “reluctance theory” insofar as it applies to the reguJar discount
mechanism Is discussed in Clay J. Anderson, “Evolution of the Role and
the Functioning ot the Discount Mochanism,’ REAPPRAISAL OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE DISCOUNT MECHANISM, Voi. 1, Washington,
D.C.: Board 0? Governors of tFleFederal ReserveSystem, 1971-72, pp. 135163.
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banks can employ
the that
privilege
to benefit
12 and
only after
a timetheir
lag
communifles”
of several years will the use of the seasonal
borrowing privilege reach its full potential.

source of seasonal liquidity, it was hoped that
quafifying banks would cut back their seasonal
holdings of liquid securities and would instead
use funds to boost loan volume in their local
communities. Is the privilege accomplishing
this purpose?
It is perhaps too soon to tell. Among borrowing banks in 1974, loans did Increase while
government securities declined. But the same
was true among nonborrowing banks, mdicating that it may have been generat business
conditions, rather than the seasonal borrowing
privilege, which caused portfolio adjustments
at borrowing banks. If the use of seasonal borrowing correlates with general business cond~tions, then It follows that at least some banks
will rely on the prlvile9e in the future when less
costty funds are not available elsewhere. And
conversely, when alternative sources of funds
are avaflable at lower rates, seasonal borrowing
may not be widely used.
On the other hand, the seasonal borrowing
privilege is only two years old, and many banks
are perhaps not yet tam iltar with its use. It may
be that, as Melichar and Holderness at the
Fed’s Board of Governors write, “...a patient
and persistent effort [by Federal Reserve
Banks] will be required to demonstrate that
16
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12MeucharandHolderness.p.50.
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